### PRODUCT FAMILY

#### REPLACEMENT MASTS

**FOR AUTA 6000 KE**
- Replacement mast Code 06

**FOR HIT AUTA**
- Replacement mast for HIT AUTA 2030 / 2050
- Replacement mast for HIT AUTA 2040
- Replacement mast for HIT AUTA 2040 SW
- Replacement mast for HIT AUTA 5010 / 5040
- Replacement mast for HIT AUTA 5091 A 910

#### REPLACEMENT RODS

- Flex Replacement rod M5
- Flex Replacement rod M6
- Short rod AM/FM M5
- Short rod AM/FM M6
- Replacement rod for RAD 015-108 RD S

#### MOUNTING KITS

- AUTA 74 FW 201/2
- AUTA 74 FW 124/2
- AUTA 74 FW 140
- AUTA 77 F OSVA

#### ANTENNA HEADS FOR THREADED ANTENNA NECK 18 x 0.75

- MCA 45 R 129

#### FURTHER PARTS

- AUTA 10 - Aperture cover
- AUTA 30 - Aperture cover
- KAST 80 - Cable plug
- AUTA 135 - Car antenna cleaning tissue
- AUTA 235 - Car antenna grease
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**ACCESSORIES CAR RADIO**

If you need detailed information (data sheets, pictures, installation instructions) about our products, please contact us via email: hirschmann-mobility@te.com
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